
Illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing accounts for  

USD 10–23 billion worth of fish annually. 

This means that 1 in 5 fish is taken from the world’s oceans using 

IUU fishing methods,  posing a serious sustainability issue for our 

oceans and for their eco-system management.

is a tool that 

combats IUU fishing by gathering and sharing certified information about 

the world’s fleet of vessels used for fishing or fishing-related activities. 

It closes the global information gap on vessels involved in IUU fishing by 

increasing transparency, traceability and dissemination of a variety of data 

on the global fishing fleet and its operations to a wide range of stakeholders. 

THE
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Global Record 

Fishing Vessels, Refrigerated 
Transport Vessels and Supply Vessels

Further information: 
FI-Inquiries@fao.org • Follow us on Twitter: @FAOfish

FAO Blue Growth blog: www.fao.org/blogs/blue-growth-blog/en
www.fao.org/fishery/en

Achieving Blue Growth through implementation of 
the Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries

PORT INSPECTORS
can refer to the 

Global Record when 
carrying out

risk analysis to 
determine which 

vessels to inspect;

PORT STATE
ADMINISTRATIONS

can rely on the  
Global Record when 
deciding whether to  

allow foreign-flagged 
vessels to land their 

catches in their ports;

FLAG STATE
ADMINISTRATIONS

can use the Global Record
to check a vessel’s history

before issuing a flag, to 
avoid double flagging

or flag hopping – which are
often used by IUU fishers;

NGOs AND THE
GENERAL PUBLIC
can use the Global  
Record when there  

are questions about the 
current or past status  

of a vessel and its  
fishing-related operations.

The Global Record provides a single access point for information  
on vessels used for fishing and fishing-related activities,  

their history and their authorizations, as well as a record of their  
inspections and surveillance, port entry denials and IUU listings.

 This means, for example, that:

The UN’s Sustainable 
Development Goal 14:  
Conserve and sustainably use 
the oceans, seas and marine 
resources

www.fao.org/global-record/en
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